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CP100 Radio: The Right Performance at the 
Right Price

The CP100 two-way portable radio utilizes advanced 

technology to deliver solid performance and ease-of-use 

at an economical cost. Whether you’re coordinating hotel

workers to set up a client’s business luncheon, contacting

store personnel to check on an urgent product order, or

alerting administrative staff about a school security issue,

the CP100 radio and its accessories provide the reliable

communication you need to make critical connections

quickly and discreetly.

The CP100 radio comes in two different models to 

accommodate your business requirements. For businesses

with moderate communication needs, the single channel

model provides clear, instant communication and plenty 

of valuable features at a very budget-friendly price. The

multi-channel CP100 radio offers enhanced capabilities 

as well as 14 additional channels, reducing interference

and minimizing user downtime.

Regardless of which model you choose, the rugged and

practical CP100 radio provides the enhanced features and

versatility essential to keep productivity at its highest and

meet tough workplace demands.

Motorola—A Name You Know and Trust

For more than 70 years, Motorola has been a leader in 

creating state-of-the-art wireless communication for 

people like you—and the CP100 radio upholds that 

superior standard. What’s more, each radio is backed 

by a limited one-year* warranty on parts and labor. So

when you select the CP100 radio, you’ll experience the

same exceptional quality you’ve come to expect from 

all Motorola products.

*Radio accessories are covered by Motorola’s one-year accessories warranty.

TALK MORE FOR LESS.

Motorola Two-Way Radios: Fast, Dependable, and Efficient

Success in today’s competitive marketplace depends on rapid response. To get the job done,

you need reliable communication tools that connect you with the right people and resources—

no matter where you are or when you need them. The best solutions offer all the features

you need at a price you can afford. And that’s exactly what Motorola two-way radios and

accessories give you.

At the touch of a button, Motorola two-way radios let you talk with one, ten, or one hundred

people instantly—providing the individual and group communication you need to maximize

productivity and meet your workplace demands. You won’t have to pay expensive monthly

usage fees or sign service contracts. With the CP100 two-way portable radio you’ll enjoy

more communication power.

CP100
Single Channel Model

CP100
Multi-Channel Model



Versatile Features

Both the single channel and multi-channel CP100 two-way

radios provide a wide range of flexible features, including:

• Better audio quality. The CP100’s newly designed chip

and optimized acoustic cabinet combined with 

Motorola’s unique X-Pand™ audio enhancement provide

crisp, clear audio at higher volumes, which can be 

especially helpful in noisy locations. The radio’s ability 

to operate on 56 UHF and 27 VHF frequencies also helps

workers hear each other with minimal interference.

• Sleek, exceptionally rugged design. The CP100 has 

been carefully engineered to provide both durability and

ergonomic efficiency. It meets or exceeds both Mil Spec

810 C, D, E, F and IP54 standards, giving work teams

added assurance that the radio can stand up to their

toughest demands. And its contoured design makes the

radio easy to hold and carry, even while wearing gloves.

• Large, easy-to-read display allows users to check

their battery level, channel, frequency, and other radio

functions at a glance.

• Extended-life NiMH battery lasts up to 13 hours 

and can be recharged at any time with minimal effect 

on the battery’s capacity.

• Backup AA battery capacity. The CP100 can also operate

on four AA batteries for up to 22 hours, depending on the

model and usage levels. This gives users extra power source

flexibility—critical in emergencies or other circumstances

when it’s inconvenient to recharge the NiMH battery.

• Built-in scrambling and extensive private line

capabilities. By enabling the CP100’s scrambling feature,

users can prevent others who are communicating on the

same channels from overhearing their conversations. And

the radio’s 38 analog and 83 digital private lines enhance

the options for confidential interaction even more.

• Split-second radio cloning. An optional multi-unit

charger makes it easy to quickly add radios to an existing

fleet or rapidly reprogram all radio channel and code 

settings in a new location.

• Selectable scanning capabilities on the multi-channel

model allow users to define specific channels for the radio

to monitor.

Connect with the Best

No matter what your business, the CP100 radio offers the

right combination of features and functionality to keep you

well connected—at a price you can afford. So don’t wait. Call

your Motorola dealer today and find out how the CP100 radio

can enhance the most important communication of all: yours.



Talk However You Want

Lightweight Headset with Swivel Boom

Microphone—BDN6773

This headset allows hands-free operation and is

ideal for noisy work areas and in situations that

require more privacy.

Earbud with Push-to-Talk Microphone—

HMN8435

This comfortable earbud fits directly into the 

ear, and the push-to-talk button allows users to

communicate without removing the radio from

its belt or case. The microphone attaches easily

to a collar or sleeve.

Earbud—HMN9004

The unique design of this earpiece allows users

to receive communication discreetly.

Earpiece with Microphone—BDN6774

This microphone fits snugly over the ear, helping

to provide clear reception in noisy environments

and allows for hands-free operation.

Remote Speaker Microphone—HMN9051

By allowing users to talk and listen without

reaching for the radio, this convenient microphone

provides hands-free operation and a microphone

that clips securely to a shirt or collar.

Take It With You

Leather Carry Case and Clip—NNTN4020

This durable leather case comes complete with

a protective window, providing extra protection

in tough work environments while allowing for

easy operation.

Swivel Belt Holster—NNTN4106

The swivel design allows users to securely carry

the radio and provides the ability to rotate the

radio to a comfortable position.

Power It Up

NiMH Rechargeable Battery, 4.8 Volt, 1500

mAh—NTN8971

Eliminate radio downtime by having an extra

charged battery on hand which provides up to 

13 hours of use. 

Drop-In Charging Tray—NNTN4019

Drop a radio or battery in this tray for full

recharging in 10 hours. Requires the NNTN4077

10-hour charger that ships standard with the

CP100 two-way radios.

Replacement or Spare 10-Hour Plug-In

Charger—NNTN4077

2-Hour Drop-In Charger—NNTN4075

The CP100 radio or battery can be fully charged

and ready to go in just two hours with this 

powerful charger.

Multi-Unit Charger—NNTN4028

Ideal for customers with multiple work shifts,

this unit allows drop-in charging of six radios 

or batteries from a single outlet. The multi-

unit charger is required for use of the cloning

feature, which allows split-second cloning of 

all programming and user menu settings.

The variety of Motorola Original Accessories available for the CP100 makes it easy to expand the capabilities of your

portable two-way radio. With the use of audio accessories, power devices, and carrying solutions, you can create a custom

communication solution, tailored to your specific business requirements—maximizing on-the-job productivity and efficiency.

CP100
Radio Accessories
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